
The Simple Seerah: The Story Of Prophet Muhammad - Part One: 1 By Asim Khan The target
audience is teens however younger readers would appreciate it and most definitely adults too!I have
read a few Seerah books but have to say hands down this is one of the best. One thing that really
kept me engaged is that the book isn’t just a bunch of facts and figures but it allows you to
experience the Seerah as if you were there yourself. I’m not the type to read introductions or
forewords of a book to be honest but once you read it in the voice of Mufti Menk trust me it’s worth
it!The CoverThey say don’t judge a book by it’s cover but you must give credit to the graphic
designer right? I love the illustration which is of the Ka’bah from how it might have looked 1400
years ago and houses dotted around with mountains in the background. Rasulullah Sallallahu
Alyhiwasallam received the first verses of the revelation of the Qur’an at the cave of Hira where he
used to spend time in solitude at times and would be able to see the Ka’bah from too.
SuggestionAlthough I understand that there is a fiqhi position of how often a person should send
Salam upon Rasulullah Sallallahu Alyhiwasallam every time we hear his name I would suggest that
the authors insert the Arabic at least as that’ll encourage readers to say it regularly. I would highly
recommend anyone to purchase and read this book as not only will you help the team to publish
works but it will surely increase your love for Rasulullah Sallallahu Alyhiwasallam and the Sahabah
RadhiAllahu Anhuma inshaAllah. May Allah reward the authors the team behind the book and those
who supported to produce it whether by donating funds towards it or sharing marketing materials
between their contacts AameenMay Allah give the authors and the team the Tawfiq to produce
publications that benefit the Ummah Aameen. A book of the prophet peace be upon him that is so
simple to understand yet so engaging! I highly recommend this book! I’m not a book reader at all but
wow by reading this book it makes me want to read boos from Asim Khan:

It's actually thoroughly researched with every quote directly taken from a classical seerah book: The
descriptive language used puts the reader in the moment as if they are present. Egypt An amazing
book which I feel achieves what it sets out to do. An easy to follow writing style which illustrates and
tells the story in such a way it’s thoroughly engaging and keeps you wanting , Definitely a buy I
would recommend and a book which should be on all bookshelves. 89 shipping The Simple Seerah:
The Story Of Prophet Muhammad - Part One: 1I really am enjoying reading the book its so different
in the style it uses: Its really engaging for the reader and transports you back in time and you feel
you are actually there with the prophet pbuh. Highly recommend it for all ages young and old Egypt
This book's prose and style of writing really surprised me. The English used is easy to follow and the
vocabulary use is brilliant and serves its purpose of creating vivid imagery of the events happening,
Most of all what I really admire is the organisation of the story telling: Instead of strictly following a
chronological order this book presents the events in a way which is reminiscent of an enthralling
novel which is hard to put down, Kudos to the Authors and thank you for such a well written book:
Don't let the name deceive you 2021 “Hushed murmurs filled the air, His presence even in a state of
sickness warmed the room, ”The other day I bumped into the co author Toyris and I told him that
whilst I was reading the book it was as if I teleported to 1400 years ago, The Simple Seerah is a book
written by Ustadh Asim Khan and Isa Toyris Miah: It is as you have guessed a book about the life of
Prophet Muhammad Sallallahu Alyhiwasallam. I felt like I was walking with Rasulullah Sallallahu
Alyhiwasallam and the Sahabah RadhiAllahu Anhuma. I got teary at parts of the book and why
wouldn’t I you feel for Rasulullah Sallallahu Alyhiwasallam, Although I’ve read and heard the Seerah
multiple of times throughout reading this book I was always wondering and expecting what would
happen whilst the story went on. Had it not been for commitments in between I think I would have
read the book in one sitting! It was hard to put the book down. I particularly loved the interactions
between Rasulullah Sallallahu Alyhiwasallam and our Mother Khadijah RadhiAllahu Anha something
you don’t see on other books, Of course we know that they lived 1400 years ago but reading the
descriptions in such a personalised way and putting oneself in those moments takes it to a whole
new level,   The book covers the Makkan period so it’s part one of the series and I believe part two
will come out soon which I’m very much looking forward to. Mufti MenkThe book has roughly 140



pages including a foreword by Mufti Ismail Menk of Zimbabwe. What’s quite cool is that the
illustration is of a cave opening looking down at the Ka’bah: However I appreciate that they did
mention for readers to say it and I also appreciate the rulings behind this case: ConclusionI really
enjoyed the read and am very grateful to the authors for putting this together. Rating: 5/5To
purchase head over to  Egypt

Really well written Seerah and easy to understand. Egypt Amazing book and very different in the
way its written, Story format even thought its all facts was incredibly enjoyable to read and draw
closer to the Last messenger pbuh, Egypt Now this is something that I have been crying out for,
Brother Asim Khan thank you and may Allah swt bless you and accept all of your efforts. It's easy to
read and has a good flow.If you have teenage siblings/children etc. get them this book. Egypt
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$10. Its like a novel. Egypt This book is amazing mashaAllah. The tension in the room grew in
intensity. It creates an experience.You share the happiness and sorrow the pain and the ease. Would
definitely recommend. Ameen Egypt.


